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! What is an "Option"? 
" An option provides the holder with the right to buy or sell the underlying asset at a 

fixed price (called a strike or exercise price) on or before the expiration date 

" Since an option is a right, not an obligation, the holder can choose whether to exercise 

the option or let it expire 

" Two types of options - call option (right to buy) and put option (right to sell) 

" Payoff from a Call Option [Bought when expecting V to go up] 

 

" Net Payoff from a Call Option 

 



" Payoff from a Put Option [Bought when expecting V to go down] 

 

" Net Payoff from a Put Option 

 

" Standard NPV analysis treats investment decisions as now-or-never decisions with no 

alternatives, which could not be delayed. However, managers normally have significant 

flexibility in decision-making under uncertainty (in terms of timing and revising 

investment decisions). Such flexibility can be valuable and should be accounted for in 

project evaluation. Thus, applying standard NPV analysis in the real world can be 

misleading as it ignores the value of options. 

 

! Motivation for Real Options 
- Real options 

• Refer to discretionary/strategic opportunities or options "embedded" in a firm’s 

real investment project 

=> Any strategic flexibility to wait and see, invest further, shrink or abandon the 

project, or switch it to another in response to new information 

• Two important points are 

=> These options are a right, not an obligation 

=> The option exercise decisions can be optimally made to maximize project value 

after receiving new information in the future 



 

=> In this case, R&D expenditure has created a real option which allows the firm to 

delay its production decision. After R&D expenditure brings new information, firm 

could make more exact decisions and thus improve the project value. 

 

- Standard NPV vs. Real Option Analysis 

• Standard NPV analysis is static 

=> Treats each project decision as a “now-or-never” decision 

=> Only based on the information available now 

• Real option analysis is dynamic 

=> Captures management’s flexibility to adapt its future actions in response to future 

market conditions 

=> Expands project value by assuming that at each stage in the future, management 

will actively improve its upside potential while limiting downside losses 

 

 

 

	  


